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Abstract

This paper presents a framework for efficiently learning feature selection policies1

which use less features to reach a high classification precision on large unstructured2

data. It uses a Deep Convolutional Autoencoder (DCAE) for learning compact3

feature spaces, in combination with recently-proposed Reinforcement Learning4

(RL) algorithms as Double DQN and Retrace.5

1 Research problem and motivation6

RL has become a very powerful technique in the last decade thanks to multiple technological advances7

in computational power and efficient learning algorithms in neuronal networks. However, RL for high-8

dimensional spaces is far from being applied in real world applications due to many computational9

challenges [1].10

As it is known, RL allows an autonomous agent to learn through experience how to solve a problem in11

an optimal way, with minimal information about its environment. Some of the most popular modern12

RL algorithms, use deep neural networks and back-propagation in order to maximize a reward13

function which indicates how well the agent is performing in the environment [2]. However, when14

these algorithms are applied to high-dimensional data such as high-resolution images, they implicitly15

must learn to extract useful features and their computational complexity increases. Therefore, in16

this paper we present a framework that harnesses the power of deep learning approaches for feature17

learning, in particular we discuss the effectiveness of DCAE in a pattern recognition task like image18

classification using RL.19

For classification problems, Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) has served in eliminating noisy20

data and learning better features, which made a great improvement in classification performance21

for structured datasets [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, there has been little research work on adapting these22

methods so they can be applied to unstructured data like images. Additionally, there is no substantial23

work focused on applying DCAE to the problem of image classification tasks using DRL to accelerate24

its learning process.25

The considerations above motivate the formulation of this work’s research question: how to develop26

an efficient DRL framework that is able to deal with high-dimensional unstructured data and provides27

a sound method for optimal feature selection in image classification tasks?28

2 Technical contribution29

To address the problem of image classification, we use a DCAE to extract features automatically.30

Subsequently, we formulate the classification problem as a sequential decision-making process, which31
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is solved by a deep Q-learning network (DQN) [7]. DQN is a RL technique used for learning a32

classification policy in which an agent has the ability to select the most helpful subset of features33

and filter the irrelevant or redundant ones. The goal of the agent is to obtain as much cumulative34

rewards as possible during the process of sequential decision-making, that is, to correctly recognise35

the samples in a consistent manner.36

In this formulation, each sample corresponds to an episode, where an agent sequentially decides37

whether to acquire another feature and which feature to acquire, or if it is possible to already classify38

the sample. At each time step, the agent receives an environment state which is represented by a39

training sample and then performs a classification action under the guidance of a policy. If the agent40

performs a correct classification action it will be given a positive reward, otherwise, it will be given a41

negative reward. For the actions requesting a new feature, the agent receives a negative reward, equal42

to the feature cost.43

Hand-crafting features may neglect some potential helpful information leading to the classification44

model not having a stable behaviour. Therefore, using DCAE and DRL rather than classical classi-45

fication algorithms poses great benefits. Our method uses less features to reach a relatively higher46

classification precision. The DRL community has made several independent improvements to the47

DQN algorithm. However, it is unclear which and how these extensions can be fruitfully applied to48

the problem of classifying high-dimensional data. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to combine an49

extended DRL algorithm called Double DQN [8] together with retrace [9], and a DCAE. Fig. 1(a)50

shows our proposed model called Autoencoder Double Deep Q-Network (AE-DDQN).51

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) General framework proposed. (b) Accuracy and Average reward during training process.

AE-DDQN takes care of choosing an optimal subset of the features provided by the autoencoder to52

reach a relatively high precision. To evaluate it, we use the result of an SVM classifier as a baseline53

whose average precision is about 86.8% for the MNIST [10] classification task. As it shown in Fig.54

1(b), our classification method’s accuracy is about 92.2%, approximately six percent points higher55

than the baseline, and it uses less features than common classification algorithms. The average reward56

and the accuracy during the training process are shown in Fig. 1(b).57

Table 1: Comparasion of the accuracy for SVM and AE-DDQN
Dataset Feats. Feats. (DCAE) Cls. Acc. (SVM) Acc. (Ours) # Feats used.
MNIST 784 128 10 86.8% 92.2% 112

CIFAR-10 1024 256 10 88% 81.3% 198
Fashion-MNIST 784 128 10 88.3% 93.1% 98

Fig. 1(b) shows how the accuracy increases quickly at the beginning and converges to a stable value58

slowly after reaching a high precision. High precision occurs once the agent finds a minimum subset59

of important features. By selecting valuable features we obtain an improved classifier which in turn60

feeds back a higher reward to the DDQN. The higher reward encourages the agent to select more61

advantageous features without forgetting their cost. It’s very important to take into account that these62

datasets do not have any costs associated, hence we treat them with equal importance, assigning the63

same cost for all of the features. Experiments on different datasets show that our proposed model64

outperforms vanilla classification algorithms like SVM as shown in Table 1. On a large dataset like65

CIFAR-10 [11], although the classification performance was not improved, the number of selected66

features was less. This can be considered as positive result in scenarios where low amounts of data is67

available.68
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